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CREATIVE

BRIEF
 For our enhanced iBook, we are choosing to create 
an interactive book for exploring the amazing five 
National Parks of Utah. Five of the country’s most 
beautiful national parks are located in a small 
geographic region in southern Utah. And yet, each 
one is so different from the others. These parks 
offer some of the most unique landscape and rock 
formations anywhere in the world. Our book will 
include:
· Zion
· Bryce
· Capital Reef
· Arches
· Canyonlands
 
We will include full chapters on each park with a 
manual describing how to visit them all in less than 
a week. Topics addressed include: park & museum 
fees, best seasons to book your trip, and best 
places to dine. We will start the tour in Las Vegas 
and finish in Salt Lake City. Our book will be jam-
packed with insightful information and fun facts. We 
cannot wait to get going on this project.



AUDIENCE
 Millions of people come to Utah annually 
to delve into the natural wonders contained 
in our wonderful state. National Parks have 
a global reach which draws a wide variety 
of people. The audience for our enhanced 
iBook will be: adventurers, weekenders, 
families, hikers, campers and people seeking 
to be in nature. The average age of park 
visitors nationally is 57. Our goal will be to 
create a book that attracts old and young 
alike. Maybe we can attract some millennials 
to start exploring America natural attractions. 



OUTLINE
 Each national park will include 5 categories 
of information:
1. Map, (an overall basic navigation of each 
park).
2. Testimonials of each park.
3. Things to do (each park is unique).
4. Lodging. 
5. Park fees/cost.

Also, this book will include interactive 
features, helpful tips and unique ideas for 
people, making it a great immersive and 
engaging experience


